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Unconditional
noncommutative motivic Galois groups
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Dedicated to Herb Clemens, on the occasion of his non-retirement

Abstract. In this short note we introduce the unconditional noncommutative

motivic Galois groups and relate them with those of André-Kahn.

Motivating questions

Motivic Galois groups were introduced by Grothendieck in the sixties as part
of his broad theory of (pure) motives. These group schemes are conditional in
the sense that their construction makes use of the standard conjectures. Thanks
to Kontsevich [6–8], Grothendieck’s theory of motives admits a noncommutative
counterpart, with schemes replaced by dg categories. The standard conjectures
admit noncommutative analogues and there exist also conditional noncommutative
motivic Galois groups; consult [10–12] for details.

Recently, via an evolved “⊗-categorification” of the Wedderburn-Malcev’s theo-
rem, André-Kahn [2] introduced unconditional motivic Galois groups. These group
schemes GalH (attached to a Weil cohomology theory H) are well-defined up to an
interior automorphism and do not require the assumption of any of Grothendieck’s
standard conjectures. This lead us naturally to the following motivating questions:

Q1: Do the Galois groups GalH admit noncommutative analogues GalNC
H ?

Q2: What is the relation between GalH and GalNC
H ?

Q3: What is the relation between GalNC
H and the conditional Galois groups?

In this short note we provide precise answers to these three questions; see
Definition 2.8, Theorem 3.2, and Proposition 4.2, respectively.

1. Preliminaries

Let k be a base field and F a field of coefficients. The classical idempotent
completion construction will be denoted by (−)�.
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Motives. We assume the reader is familiar with the categories of Chow mo-
tives Chow(k)F , homological motives Hom(k)F , and numerical motives Num(k)F ;
consult [1, §4]. The Tate motive will be denoted by F (1). At §4 we will assume
some familiarity with Grothendieck’s standard conjectures of type C (Künneth)
and D (homological=numerical) as well as with the sign conjecture C+; see [1, §5].

Dg categories. A differential graded (=dg) category A is a category enriched
over cochain complexes of k-vector spaces; consult [4] for details. Every (dg) k-
algebra A gives naturally rise to a dg category A with a single object. Another
source of examples is provided by schemes since the category of perfect complexes
perf(X) of every quasi-compact quasi-separated k-scheme X admits a canonical dg
enhancement perfdg(X); see [4, §4.6]. When X is quasi-projective this dg enhance-
ment is moreover unique; see [9, Thm. 2.12].

Noncommutative motives. We assume the reader is familiar with the cate-
gories of noncommutative Chow motives NChow(k)F , noncommutative homological
motives NHom(k)F , and noncommutative numerical motives NNum(k)F ; consult
the survey articles [13, §2-3] [14, §4] and the references therein. At §4 we will
assume some familiarity with conjectures CNC (the noncommutative analogue of
C+) and DNC (the noncommutative analogue of type D); see [13, §4].

2. Construction of the unconditional NC motivic Galois groups

Assume that k is of characteristic zero and that k ⊆ F or F ⊆ k. As proved in
[12, Thm. 9.2], periodic cyclic homology HP gives rise to an F -linear ⊗-functor

(2.1) HP∗ : NChow(k)F −→ sVect(K)

with values in the category of finite dimensional superK-vector spaces (withK = F
when k ⊆ F and K = k when F ⊆ k). By definition of the category of noncommu-
tative homological motives, (2.1) descends to a faithful F -linear ⊗-functor

(2.2) HP∗ : NHom(k)F −→ sVect(K) .

Notation 2.3. Let NHom(k)±F be the full subcategory of those noncommuta-
tive homological motives N whose associated Künneth projectors

π±
N : HP∗(N) � HP±

∗ (N) ↪→ HP∗(N)

can be written as π±
N = HP∗(π

±
N ) with π±

N endomorphisms in NHom(k)F .

Example 2.4. Let X be a smooth projective k-scheme. When F ⊆ k, the
proof of [12, Thm. 1.3] shows us that perfdg(X) belongs to NHom(k)±F whenever
X satisfies the sign conjecture. As proved by Kleiman [5], this holds when X is an
abelian variety. Using the stability of NHom(k)±F under direct factors and tensor
products (see [12, Prop. 10.2]) we then obtain a large class of examples.

Since by hypothesis k (and hence F ) is of characteristic zero, [2, Prop. 2] applied
to the above functor (2.2) gives rise to a new rigid symmetric monoidal category

NHom†(k)±F (obtained from NHom(k)±F by modifying its symmetric isomorphism
constraints) and to a composed faithful F -linear ⊗-functor

(2.5) NHom†(k)±F ⊂ NHom(k)F
HP∗−→ sVect(K)

forget−→ Vect(K) .
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More importantly, NHom†(k)±F is semi-primary (see [2, §1 page 2]), its ⊗-ideals R±

and N± agree, the quotient category NNum†(k)±F defined by NHom†(k)±F /N± is
abelian semi-simple, and the canonical projection ⊗-functor

(2.6) NHom†(k)±F −→ NNum†(k)±F

is conservative; consult [2, §1]. Thanks to [2, Thm. 8 a)], the projection (2.6) admits
a ⊗-section and any two such ⊗-sections are conjugated by a ⊗-isomorphism. The
choice of a ⊗-section sNC gives then rise to a faithful F -linear ⊗-functor

(2.7) fHP : NNum†(k)±F
sNC

−→ NHom†(k)±F
(2.5)−→ Vect(K) .

The category NNum†(k)±F , endowed with the fiber functor fHP , becomes a Tan-
nakian category; see [12, §7].

Definition 2.8. The unconditional noncommutative motivic Galois group
GalNC

HP is the group scheme Aut⊗(fHP ) of ⊗-automorphisms of the above fiber
functor (2.7).

A different choice of the ⊗-section sNC gives rise to an isomorphic group scheme
(via an interior automorphism). Moreover, since NHom†(k)±F is abelian semi-simple,

the group scheme GalNC
HP is pro-reductive, i.e. its unipotent radical is trivial.

3. Relation with André-Kahn’s motivic Galois groups

Assume that k is of characteristic zero and that F ⊆ k. As explained by
André-Kahn [2], de Rham cohomology theory H∗

dR gives rise to a well-defined fiber
functor

fdR : Num†(k)±F −→ Vect(k)

and consequently to an unconditional motivic Galois group GaldR := Aut⊗(fdR).

Let us denote by 〈F (1)〉 the Tannakian subcategory of Num†(k)±F generated by the
Tate motive F (1) and write GaldR(F (1)) for the group scheme of ⊗-automorphisms
of the composed fiber functor

(3.1) 〈F (1)〉 t
↪→ Num†(k)±F

fdR−→ Vect(k) .

As explained in [1, §2.3.3], the inclusion of categories gives rise to an homomorphism

t : GaldR � GaldR(F (1)). The relation between GaldR and GalNC
HP is the following:

Theorem 3.2. There exists a comparison group scheme homomorphism

(3.3) GalNC
HP → Kernel(t : GaldR � GaldR(F (1))) .

In the case where k = F , GaldR(F (1)) identifies with the multiplicative group
scheme Gm and the above comparison homomorphism (3.3) is faithfully flat

(3.4) GalNC
HP � Kernel(t : GaldR � Gm) .

Intuitively speaking, (3.4) shows us that the ⊗-symmetries of the commutative
world which can be lifted to the noncommutative world are precisely those that
become trivial when restricted to the Tate motive. It is unclear at the moment if
the kernel of the comparison homomorphisms (3.3)–(3.4) is non-trivial.
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Proof. We start by constructing the comparison homomorphism (3.3). Recall
from the proof of [12, Thm. 1.7] that we have the following commutative diagram

(3.5) Chow(k)F ��

��

Chow(k)F/−⊗F (1)

��

�� NChow(k)F

��

HP∗�� sVect(k)

Chow(k)F/Ker

��

�� (Chow(k)F/−⊗F (1))/Ker ��

��

NHom(k)F
HP∗

��

��

sVect(k)

Num(k)F �� Num(k)F/−⊗F (1)
�� NNum(k)F ,

where Ker stands for the kernel of the respective horizontal composition towards
sVect(k). Since by hypothesis k is of characteristic zero, the proof of [12, Thm. 1.3]
shows us that the upper horizontal composition in (3.5) identifies with the functor

sH∗
dR : Chow(k)F −→ sVect(k) X �→ ( ⊕

n even
Hn

dR(X), ⊕
n odd

Hn
dR(X)) .(3.6)

Hence, its kernel Ker agrees with the one of de Rham cohomology theory

H∗
dR : Chow(k)F −→ GrVect(k)≥0 X �→ {Hn

dR(X)}n≥0 .

As a consequence, the idempotent completion of Chow(k)F/Ker agrees with the
category Hom(k)F ; see [1, §4]. The two lower commutative squares in (3.5), com-
bined with the fact that Num(k)F and NHom(k)F are idempotent complete, give
then rise to the following commutative diagram

(3.7) Hom(k)F

��

Φ �� NHom(k)F

��
Num(k)F �� NNum(k)F .

By construction of Num(k)F and NNum(k)F , the kernels of the vertical functors
in (3.7) are precisely the largest ⊗-ideals of Hom(k)F and NHom(k)F . Hence, the
commutativity of diagram (3.7) allows us to conclude that the functor Φ is radical,
i.e. that it preserves these largest ⊗-ideals.

Now, note that by construction, the following composition

Hom(k)F
Φ−→ NHom(k)F

HP∗−→ sVect(k)

agrees with the factorization of the above functor (3.6) through the category
Hom(k)F . In particular, it is faithful. By applying [2, Prop. 2] toHP∗ and HP∗◦Φ,
we obtain then an induced F -linear ⊗-functor Φ : Hom†(k)±F → NHom†(k)±F . This
functor is also radical and therefore gives rise to the following commutative square

Hom†(k)±F

��

Φ �� NHom†(k)±F

��
Num†(k)±F

Φ

��

s

��

NNum†(k)±F ;

sNC

��

the dotted arrows denote the ⊗-sections provided by [2, Thm. 8 a)]. Note that
GaldR can be described as the ⊗-automorphisms of the fiber functor

f ′
dR : Num†(k)±F

s−→ Hom†(k)±F
Φ−→ NHom†(k)±F

(2.5)−→ Vect(k) .
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Since Φ is radical, [3, Props. 12.2.1 and 13.7.1] imply that the two ⊗-functors

Φ ◦ s : Num†(k)±F −→ NHom†(k)±F sNC ◦ Φ : Num†(k)±F −→ NHom†(k)±F

are naturally isomorphic (via a ⊗-isomorphism). As a consequence, the above fiber
functor fdR becomes naturally ⊗-isomorphic to the following composition

Num†(k)±F
Φ−→ NNum†(k)±F

fHP−→ Vect(k) .

Hence, by definition of the unconditional motivic Galois groups, the functor Φ gives
rise to a well-defined comparison group scheme homomorphism GalNC

HP → GaldR.
It remains then to show that the composition

(3.8) GalNC
H −→ GaldR

t� GaldR(F (1))

is trivial. Since the categories Num†(k)±F and NNum†(k)±F are abelian semi-simple

and Φ is F -linear and additive, we conclude that Φ is moreover exact, i.e. that
it preserves kernels and cokernels. Thanks to the commutative diagram (3.5) we

observe that the image of F (1) under Φ is precisely the ⊗-unit k of Num†(k)±F .
Hence, since Φ is also symmetric monoidal, we obtain the commutative diagram

(3.9) 〈F (1)〉 Φ ��
��

t

��

〈k〉
� �

��
Num†(k)±F

Φ

�� NNum†(k)±F ,

where 〈k〉 denotes the Tannakian subcategory of NNum†(k)±F generated by k. The
group scheme of ⊗-automorphisms of the fiber functor

〈k〉 ↪→ NNum†(k)±F
fHP−→ Vect(k)

is clearly trivial. Using the commutativity of diagram (3.9), we conclude finally
that the above composition (3.8) is trivial.

Let us now assume that k = F . Note first that (Num†(k)±F , w, F (1)) is a Tate
sub-triple of the one described in [12, Example 13.3(i)] (w stands for the weight
Z-grading). Since by hypothesis k = F this Tate triple is moreover neutral, with
fiber functor given by f ′

dR. As explained in the proof of [12, Prop. 14.1], the weight
Z-grading of the Tate triple furnish us the following factorization

〈F (1)〉
(3.1) ��

(3.1) ����
���

���
��

GrVect(k)Z

forget

��
Vect(k) ,

where GrVect(k)Z stands for the category of finite dimensional Z-graded k-vector
spaces. An argument similar to the one in loc. cit. allows us then to conclude that
GaldR(F (1)) � Gm. Let us now prove that the comparison homomorphism (3.4) is
faithfully flat. By applying the general [12, Prop. 14.1] to the neutral Tate-triple

(Num†(k)±F , w, F (1)) we obtain the following group scheme isomorphism

(3.10) Gal((Num†(k)±F/−⊗F (1))
�)

∼−→ Kernel(t : GaldR � Gm) ,
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where the left-hand-side is the group scheme of ⊗-automorphisms of the functor

(Num†(k)±F/−⊗F (1))
� Ψ−→ NNum†(k)±F

fHP−→ Vect(k) .

We claim that Ψ is fully-faithful. Consider the composition at the bottom of di-
agram (3.5), and recall that the functor Num(k)F /−⊗F (1) → NNum(k)F is fully-

faithful. By first restricting ourselves to Num(k)±F and then by modifying the
symmetry isomorphism constraints we obtain the following composition

Num†(k)±F −→ (Num(k)±F/−⊗F (1))
† ψ−→ NNum†(k)±F .

The general [12, Lem. 4.9] (applied to C = Num(k)±k and O = F (1)) furnish us a

canonical ⊗-equivalence between Num†(k)±F/−⊗F (1) and (Num(k)±F/−⊗F (1))
†. Hence,

since ψ is fully-faithful and NNum†(k)±F is idempotent complete we conclude that
Ψ is also fully-faithful. As a consequence, we obtain a faithfully flat homomorphism

GalNC
HP � Gal((Num†(k)±F/−⊗F (1))

�) .

By combining it with (3.10) we conclude finally that the comparison homomorphism
(3.3) is faithfully flat. This achieves the proof. �

4. Relation with the conditional motivic Galois groups.

Assuming the standard conjectures of type C and D, we have well-defined
conditional motivic Galois groups Gal(Num†(k)F ); see [1, §6]. Similarly, assuming
conjectures CNC , DNC , we have well-defined conditional noncommutative motivic
Galois groups Gal(NNum†(k)F ); see [13, §6]. As explained in [2], Gal(Num†(k)F )
identifies with GaldR. In the noncommutative world, the following holds:

Lemma 4.1. The conditional Galois group Gal(NNum†(k)F ) identifies with

GalNC
HP .

Proof. Conjecture CNC implies that NNum†(k)F = NNum†(k)±F . On the
other hand, conjecture DNC allows us to choose for the ⊗-section sNC the identity
functor. This achieves the proof. �

In what concerns the comparison homomorphism (3.4), the following holds:

Proposition 4.2. The conditional comparison homomorphism

(4.3) Gal(NNum†(k)F ) � Kernel(t : Gal(Num†(k)F ) � Gm) ,

constructed originally in [12, Thm. 1.7], identifies with (3.4).

Proof. It follows from the fact that the comparison homomorphisms (4.3) and
(3.4) are induced by the same functor from numerical motives to noncommutative
numerical motives, namely by the bottom horizontal composition in diagram (3.5).

�
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